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Direct and inverse Hilbert transformations

Within DMFT, the real frequency self-energy can be obtained from the local Green’s function by the inversion of
the Hilbert transform. Although the implementation is very straightforward, we will briefly mention the algorithm
we used. In the high-frequency regime, we can expand the Hilbert transform in terms of moments of the DOS as
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For most of the frequency points, the expansion up to some higher power (∼ w8 ) gives already an accurate estimation
for the inverse function. However, when w gets large, we need to use one of the standard root-finding methods to
accurately determine the solution. This is however much easier than general root-finding in complex plane since we
always have a good starting guess for the solution. We start evaluating the inverse function at high frequency where
the absolute value of G is small and we can use the expansion in Eq. (2). Then we use the fact that Green’s function
is a continuous function of a real frequency and we can follow the solution from frequency point to frequency point
by improving it with few steps of a secant (or Newton) method. A special attention, however, must be paid not to
cross the branch-cut and get lost in the non-physical complex plane. Therefore, each secant or Newton step has to
be shortened if necessary. The self-energy is finally expressed by the inverse of Hilbert transform w−1 as
Σ = ω + µ − w−1 (G).
Running program

The following information is printed by executing the program:
[... |] hilbert file1 [file2] [-m int] [-sr int] [-si int] [-n 0|1] [-mu double]
Options:
file1
file containing the density of states
file2
file containing a complex function
-m
Column number of mesh (1)
-sr
Column number of real part of Sigma (4)
-si
Column number of imaginary part of Sigma (5)
-ga
Column number of Spectral function (2)
-i
Inverse hilbert transform (gives Delta from A00) default=0
-mu
Chemical potential
If file2 is ommited, standard input is used instead
Options are self-explanatory. To run program in subdirectory run there are two files:
1) “run hilbert” for direct Hilbert transformation and
2) “run hilbert inv” for inverse Hilbert transformation.
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2
Program content

makefile

main make file

assert.h
complex.h
function.h
hilbert.h
mesh.h
secant.h
util.h

header file for error treatment
header file where complex numbers operations are defined
header file where class for one- and two-dimensional functions is defined
header file containing functions for Hilbert transformation
header file where mesh manipulation functions are defined
contains root finder
header file with some auxiliary routines

Main.cc

main C++ program

